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ABSTRACT
alternatives can be utilized-5 , but the Monte Carlo method

This paper provides an overview of an alternate method has advantages not the least of which is the simplicity of
for the performance of instrument uncertainty calculation the calculation which lends itself to intuitive application of
and instrument setpoint determination, when a setpoint the method 
analysis requires application of techniques beyond that
provided by the widely used "Root Sum Squares" BASIC PRINCIPLES UNDERLYING THE MC
approach'.2. The paper will address when the application METHODOLOGY
of the Monte Carlo(MC) method should be considered,
application of the MC method when independent and/or Now let us address an example of the underlying
dependent uncertaint!eS3,4 are involved, and finally principles which is easy to visualize. There are two new
interpretation of results obtained. Both single module as instrument suppliers in the market that claim to have
well as instrument string sample applications will be extremely accurate products Supplier "A" supplies
presented. temperature sensors and Supplier "B" supplies

transmitters. Both suppliers have produced large
BACKGROUND quantities of their respective products in the past An

instrumentation and control engineer would like to use the
Regulatory requirements for nuclear power plant new temperature sensor and the new transmitter in an

setpoint methodology in the United States originate in instrument string but he doesn't have access to the data
10CFR50 Appendix A, General Design Cteria 13, which from the respective suppliers to support their accuracy
requires ".. instrumentation shall be provided to monitor claims.
variables and systems.. Appropriate controls shall be
provided to maintain these variables within prescribed The engineer is concerned about using the new
operating ranges". Furthermore, Design Cteria 20 -in instruments without some type of test of the suppliers
the same document requires, Protection systems shall claims, and would also like an assessment of how the
be designed to initiate operation of appropriate systems to instruments will work together in an instrument string - so
ensure that specified acceptable fuel design limits are not that a setpoint uncertainty analysis can be carried out.
exceeded". It should be noted that the origin of the 95% Now let us assume that he has access to hundreds of
probability 95% confidence limits frequently applied to each type of instrument and time to experiment with them
setpoint calculation tp limits, originate in the statistical on a test bench- this is definitely a theoretical example!
limits required for nuclear fuel safety. The evaluation of With the availability of time and the access to the
the uncertainty in the output signal of an instrument instruments the engineer can do a simple experiment. The
channel in a Nuclear Power Plant having a number of engineer can first randomly chose one sensor and one
components usually called an instrument string" is transmitter from the large supplies of each make the
normally evaluated by the Root- Sum- Square method. appropriate electrical connections and measure the output
This uncertainty is used in the determination of the trip signal- given that each sensor is put in a constant
setpoint for the channel. This method is perfectly temperature bath. The measurement of the indicated
adequate when it is used properly, yet there are some temperature can then be compared with the actual
configurations and/or instrument string component temperature of the bath to generate a difference
operations where the use of this ubiquitous method can be measurement. If this process is repeated for hundreds of
applied inappropriately. These conditions are discussed in sets of instruments chosen in a similar manner the
relation to the requirements for the proper use of Root- resulting difference measurements can be plotted in
Sum-Square method (RSS) A number of classical histogram form The plot might look like Figure .
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Now consider why the evaluation process described reference accuracy is assumed to be a two sigma value
was utilized. The instruments were chosen at random to ( sigma is the symbol for the standard deviation) that is,
eliminate any slow variability in the manufacturing process the nominal indicated reading, plus or minus this-two
that might have manifested itself in say sensors at the top sigma value yields a band of indicated temperatures that
of the packing box having a better accuracy than those at should encompass the true temperature reading 95 of
the bottom of the packing box and similarly any variability the time. There are actually two assumptions here the
that might have occurred in the production of the first is that the reference accuracy is a two sigma value 
transmitters. The random selection will remove any and the second is that the associated uncertainty
systematic effects that might be present. The plot distribution is Gaussian. Now we simulate the expected
described is an approximation to an uncertainty output response of the sensor and the transmitter so that
distribution of the resultant error to be associated with the each resulting uncertainty distribution has the correct
instrument string indicated temperature. The engineer can attributes , ie.. mean standard deviation and Gaussian
use the plot to determine the upper 95% probability limit "shape".This can be done using the fact that standard
on the indicated temperature by finding the value of the uncertainty distributions have an associated mathematical
temperature difference measurement (indicated formula which relates the probability that values in the
temperature minus the actual temperature) which is the distribution will lie below a given limit value. For example 
upper bound on 95% of the observed differences (see the temperature sensor population will yield a range of
Figure 1.). This theoretical experiment illustrates the indicated temperatures for a given fixed bath temperature.
principles upon which the Monte Carlo Technique is Given a temperature difference between the actual and
based. the indicated temperature of say 3 degrees F(call this

the "b" value), the probability (call this the "p" value) that
As is well known, these conditions are seldom available the observed difference is less than 3 degrees F can be

even to the supplier, and limited data is used to determine found by this formula. The formula is called the
accuracy and other statistical characteristics such as dft, Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF).The bDF will be
but this process can be readily duplicated in a computer different for different uncertainty distributionS5. For a
program - with just a few more bits of information. It should Gaussian Distribution with a mean of `g` and a standard
be noted that no mention was made in this experiment deviation of `" the CDF formula can be used to generate
concerning the uncertainty distributions associated with the simulation points. The inverse of the CDF equation
either the sensor or the transmitter. It was unnecessary can be solved by inputing a value of "p" and solving for the
because the actual instruments used in the experiment corresponding "b" value. In order to generate a Gaussian
had the inherent manufacturing and component distribution of say 100 "b" values that have the correct
uncertainties built into their response. The overall mean and standard deviation ( Va), 100 values of "p" are
uncertainty distribution associated with the sensor or the generated by a random number generator subroutine and
transmitter might have been Gaussian or Uniform or the corresponding 100 values of "b" are produced by
Triangular- it didn't matter since it was taken care of in the solving the inverse of CDF. The resulting "b" values have
experiment. On the other hand when a Monte Carlo the correct mean and standard deviation( laa). This
computer program or other combinatorial technique is process is carried out for the sensor and repeated for the
used to simulate this type of experiment, it is critical to transmitter to generate 100 values of the sensor
know and utilize the appropriate uncertainty distribution for uncertainty indications and 100 values of the transmitter
each element of the instrument strihg. uncertainty indications, respectively. At this stage we have

the simulation equivalent of 100 sensors and 100
Now let us go through the same evaluation process, transmitters with the specified output uncertainty

assuming that a Monte Carlo based computer code characteristics. Now we have to address the simulation
simulation will be used to determine the uncertainty equivalent of the wiring up of the instrument string circuitry.
distribution of the instrument string output temperature This part is modeled by the functional relationship of the
signal. Once this distribution has been established the sensor and the transmitter. In this case the output of the
resulting upper 95% limit associated with the distribution sensor is fed into the transmitter and the output of the
can be readily determined. In the simulation to be transmitter is the resultant variable of interest for which
performed the inherent uncertainty associated with the we desire the uncertainty distribution). The functional
sensor and the transmitter respectively must be known or relationship of the sensor and the transmitter signal
estimated. Let us assume that the sensor supplier and the processing is represented by Equation (1). Recall that the
transmitter supplier have data sheets for their products temperatures in Equation (1) are really differences
which list a reference accuracy" value. Typically the between actual and indicated temperatures.
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T (output)= T(sensor) + T( transmitter) (1) The mean value of the resultant being the sum of the
mean values of the input variables. If the above

Since 100 sets of sensors and transmitters simulated conditions are not met consideration should be given to an
signals are analytically summed using Equation (1) a alternate technique such as MC.
hundred values of T( output) are generated. Figure (1) is a
histogram illustrating the results obtained where the "y" MC APPLICATION SEQUENCE- INDEPENDENT INPUT
axis is the number of times a small range of T(output) VARIABLES
occurred in the 100 simulation runs. Once the frequency
histogram has been generated questions concerning The application sequence starts at the functional
probability limits can be readily answered. For example relationship between the input variables and the resultant
what is the upper 95% probability limit of the instrument variable. This must be known and capable of being put
string output temperature? To determine this limit find the into analytic form for incorporation into the Monte Carlo
point where the limit would have to be in order for the computer code being utilized or written. In some analyses
largest 5 data points in the output histogram fall above the or module characterizations the functional relationship
limit. Questions about the output uncertainty distribution may already exist as a computer code. The second step
parameters can also be answered such as; is the characterizations of the input variable uncertainty

-What is the mean value of the output distribution ? distributions. For Gaussians only the mean and standard
-What is the sigma of the output distribution? deviation are needed, for uniform distributions only the
-Is the distribution a Gaussian? mean and the range is needed as as input to a typical

There are many reasons that this methodology is so simulation code( which should already have the
useful, for example; cumulative distribution functions for these distribution

-it can readily handle any type of input variable types built- in) For other distributions, the cumulative
probability distribution (assuming the cumulative distribution function will be required The cumulative
distribution function is known), distribution function is the most general way of

-It can readily handle any functional relationship characterizing any distribution. The third step is to decide
between the input variables and the resultant, if it can on the number of simulations required. The number of
be written as an equation or formulated in a code, simulations are affected by the following input and

-The number of samples simulated is only limited by functional relationship considerations;
the computer time available, and the accuracy -The accuracy required in the result probability distribution,
increases with increasing simulation sample size. -The computer time required to propagate the input

variables through the functional relationship.
WHEN SHOULD MONTE CARLO BE USED After the accuracy and runtime related decisions are made

the simulation software should be validated with respect to
Since Root Sum Square(RSS) combinatorial the functional relationship, as well as, the generation

techniques are used extensively in setpoint evaluations, and propagation of uncertainties through the functional
and are fairly straight forward to apply, we should examine relationship. In order to determine if the functional
the conditions under which the FISS technique tends to relationship incorporated in the code is giving correct
become inaccurate and use these conditions as markers results , the nominal values of each respective input
for considering the use of MC as an alternative. Let us first variable . input variable can be propagated through the
consider when PISS should be used. In the ideal case relationship and the result checked. It should be noted that
PISS should be used when a resultant variable is a when input uncertainty distributions are propagated
function of a linear combination of random variables. FISS through the functional relationship the nominal or mean
can be used to find the standard deviation associated with value of the resultant distribution may not necessarily have
the resultant given that the standard deviations of the input the same mean value as compared to the value obtained
variables are known. if in addition, each input variable is when only the nominal values of the input variables were
known to have an associated Gaussian probability input. This can be due to the nonlinearities in the
distribution, with a known mean and standard deviation, functional relationship or the characteristics of the input
the resultant will also have a Gaussian probability distribution types. In calculations requiring quality
distribution. Application of the PISS technique then yields assurance, standard Validation and Verification techniques
the standard deviation of the resultant Gaussian should be used.
probability distribution.
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RESULTS INTERPRETATION One alternative for some of these more complex cases
is the use of techniques such as MC, another may be the

The resultant distribution type must be identified before use of bounding dependencies which are conservative
the result obtained is incorporated in a setpoint under all required operating conditions-for which the
calculation. If the distribution can be shown to be setpoint of interest is valid)
Gaussian the use of the Monte-Carlo analysis result is
straight forward, if not an alternative method must be MONTE CARLO APPLICATION- INSTRUMENT STRING
employed. For example if the question is asked What is APPLICATION EXAMPLE
the 95/95 Probability Confidence limit on the resultant
obtained?". Assuming the the resultant probability The instrument string example is a little different from
distribution can be shown to be Gaussian (via the " W" or the individual module example given above, in that the
11 D-Prime" teStS6 ), the number of simulations can be resultant from one module, say the sensor, must be fed
assumed equal to the sample size and the ba + K* 'into the input of the next module, say the transmitter, etc.
Sigma" analytical technique can be used to find the 95/95 in the string. In this case it is assumed that the whole
limits. If the resultant is non-Gaussian a set of simulations string is simulated in the Monte Carlo analysis. The
can be carded out, and the distribution of the desired 95% Maximizer module is used in this example. Figure 2.
probability limit can be obtained. From this distribution the below, is a schematic drawing of the instrument string
95/95 limits can be determined. modules for the determination of core "Delta-T" , showing

sensor signal processing. In this example both functional
BASIC PRINCIPLES UNDERLYING DEPENDENCY; and statistical dependence are present.
CORRELATION COEFFICIENT

The input data for these Monte Cado calculations is
Dependency can have two forms the first is statistical given below, in Table .

dependency between two variables which is related to
the correlation of the random fluctuations about the mean Table 1. Input Data
value of each variable. The second type of dependency is
a functional dependency in which the (non additive) Variable Nime Mean Std. Dev. Corr.Coef.
functional relationship between the input variables has an
impact on the resultant variability. The existence of a
statistical or functional dependency also invalidates the Thot-1 (loopl) 542.0 1.0 +0.3
assumptions upon which the RSS methodology is based. Thot-2 (Ioop2) 542.0 1.0 ( Th 1 correlated to Th2)
Both types of dependency conditions can be addressed Tcold-1 (loopl) 528.0 1.0 +0.7
using MC techniques. Tcold-2 (loop2) 528.0 1.0 ( Tcl correlated to W)

RECOGNIZING STATISTICAL DEPENDENCY It is assumed that the Averager, Maximizer, and Delta-
BETWEEN INSTRUMENT STRING COMPONENTS T Calculator modules don't contribute additional

uncertainties and just effect the overall signal processing
Statistical dependency between input variables can uncertainty through their functions ( as indicated).It is

be readily apparent because of the physical principles further assumed that the Correlation Coefficients have
known to be inherent in the measurement or signal been dtermined from experimental analyses as
processing equipment. For example it is known that discussed. The calculation sequence follows the
increasing ambient temperature can have an influence on schematic in Figure 2. Table 2. lists the functional
electrical equipment (ie.. increasing the resistance of relationship for each module.
conductors ). The relationship (or correlation) between the
variables may not be known precisely Thus the Table 2. Functional Relationships and
conclusion that dependency might exist is usually based Constraints in Each Module
either on past experience or physical insight. Once it is Module Naine Functional relationship Constraint
suspected , analytic techniques can be brought to bear Averager, Th-Avg.= (Thl + Th2)(1/2), Th 1 &Th2 Correlated
that will be; one, useful in determining if a dependency MaximizerTc-Max = (Larger value of , Tcl &Tc2 Correlated
exists, and if so , two defining the dependency in the Tcl or Tc2)Selected and
form of a correlation coeff icient or covariance(which will Propagated
be needed in an analyic evaluation of the effect on the Delta -T (Tcold Max. - Thot Avg.) none
resultant uncertainty
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The data from Table 1. was input into the appropriate the United States The need for the methodology as a
equations in Table 2 above. The results of the calculations more defensible approach than Root Sum Squares, when
are shown in Table 3 below. dependencies or non-linearitles; are definitely present, is

becoming recognized. If the latter conditions are present
Table 3 Analysis Results and not accounted for property, the resulting setpoints can

be either overly conservative and thus erode operating
Calculation Mean Std. Dev. Distrib tion yI29 margin unnecessarily, or worse, give a non- conservative

a. T-Hot Ag. 541-96 0.81 Gaussian result.
b. T-Cold Max.528.32 0.96 Non - Gaussian
c. Delta-T 13.64 1.26 Non - Gaussian

EXAMPLE RESULTS INTERPRETATION AND USAGE

If the individual module output signal distribution types T-Hot
are Gaussian, and the combination of uncertainties for the (Avg.)
modules in the instrument string is a linear sum, t
intermediate calculational results can be combined by the IT-Hot
Root Sum Square technique. The incorporation of bias in r7Lr Delta
the mean value caused by the maximizer in the Tcold T
module voids the linear assumption. Since the linear
condition is not met, the simulated output signal
distribution values of the "upstream "(nearest to the signal
source modules must be the input to the "downstream
modules in the signal process sequence. In this case the T-Cold
.1 maximizer" is a non-linear device, which causes the (Max.)

resultant distribution to be non-Gaussian, as well exhibit a T-Cold
bias relative to the higher temperatures. Loop 2ff�

Figure 2 Core "Delta-T"Deten-nination
Instrument String Schematic

Core Delta-T
Output Signal REFERENCES

Probability 1.ANSI / ISA S67.04-19xx, Part 1, Draft- SetI2oinL5_tQ1
Root-Surn- Nuclear Safely Related Instrumentatio[L (to be issued)
Square
Result 2.1SA RP67.04-19xx, Part 11, Draft -Methodolooies fol

Determination Di Setpoints fU Nuclea Safely- Related
Instrumentatio]a (to be issued)

Core 3. RUBINSTEIN, R.Y., Simulation and The Monte Carlo
)Delta T
Output Method, John Wiley Sons(l 981)

M�an Va ue Si nal
of Core 9
Delta-T 4. Technical Report Supplement to ISA RP67.04-19xx,

Part 11, Defining and Handling Dependent Uncerta[ahea
Upper frobability Limit on In Instrument String Uncertaft-ADaly3pa(to be issued)
Expected Core Delta - T

Figure 1. Core "Delta-T" Plot 5. HALD, A., tatistical Theory With Engine
Applications John Wiley &Sons Inc.(l 952)

6. ANSI STD. N15.15-1974, Assessment of the
CONCLUSION Assumption of NQrmali

The Monte Carlo method has been in general use for
more than fifty years but it's application to nuclear reactor
safety calculations is fairly recent -within the last fifteen
years. The more specific application to instrument string
setpoint evaluations is really on the cutting edge of the
technology with respect to an industry wide acceptance in
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